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COV19
CHANGES
OUR ARTISTIC
LIVES
Our MCAA schedule
has been impacted as
have our lives. This
document is an
attempt to bring us
together in one of the
only ways we can
keep in touch during
this time.
Herein you will find
responses to an email
I sent out requesting
art images to
members.
I will continue to send
these out as long as
people send me
photos of their art.
If you have not sent in
photos or messages
please do so…. It is a
simple way we can
keep in touch.
Kathleen
Gordon-Burke

Sara Falk’s
Grape Inspired
Watercolors

“I have been doing
watercolor painting I really
miss all the MCAA events
and Critique-a-Lot group”
SARA

Leslie Smyth Switches to Collage… Temporarily
“Here are two
collages I’ve
done in recent
weeks. One
obviously is
shelter-in-place
Derived,
though that
was not
conscious at
the time. The
other was
simply fun”
LESLIE’

SIP Painting Submissions…
… Thank You
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Mary Waters Monroe Continues to Wow in Watercolors

“My inspiration comes and goes during these strange
times. I'll break away from flowers for a while and try
some landscapes. Seeing the work of Ann Maglinte's
students has been fun and inspiring. (There is a FB
page).
I miss you all!
Love, Mary

Still More Art…
Ursula Partch Creates Art from Hand Spun and Dyed Wool …
And Other Found
Objects
I love these baskets. KGB

So Much Creativity During Strange Times
Sarah Falk Continues to Create
Gorgeous Watercolors

“I have been doing watercolor painting! I really miss
all the MCAA events and Critique-a-Lot group.
Here’s what I’ve done lately” SARAH FALK

Cat Lair is Having Fun with Watercolors

“Watercolors are a fun and
whimsical medium for me. My
funky neck, has stopped the big
wildlife paintings, for a while. But
there is always an alternative. I
hope everyone is doing ok. I miss
everyone” CAT

Thanks
Cat Lair

Enjoy These Too!
June Oster, “The Days of Wine and Music” … a Memory

“This was painted after the fire but of a subject now gone. I call it “The Days of Wine & Music”. JUNE

Laura, Ever Creative, Fogg with Something a Little Different

“Here is the "Queen of Corona" in my front yard.
Resuming work on the installation tomorrow.
And here is how I have spent the rest of my time
at home this summer, with all 5 grandkids with
me for 2 weeks of "Nonna Camp" where we do
art all day. Note: we all were REALLY careful
about out contacts with other people before we
came together.” LAURA

